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HOW TO GET PROMOTED AT WORK AND ADVANCE IN YOUR CAREER
Thus it is good to be happy but never be completely satisfied that you stop your growth in any sphere of life. Similarly when it comes to your work place, you
can always feel fortunate to do what you love, but never stop thinking of obtaining incentives to improve your performance. Incentive in this case is
promotion. There are some nice ways in which you can help yourself getting promoted to higher levels in your work place. Make your boss value your
performance It is you who can make your boss realize your worth. So impress the facts on him concerning the knowledge and skills you have acquired all this
while. Give him the scope to judge you by working hard. Show your merit and prove that you are very committed and dedicated to your work. Try to meet
the deadlines and work according to your capacity so that you can display that you are a perfectionist and get your work done in an organized way. Prove that
you are meticulous by displaying your quality to learn from your mistakes. Prove the point that your skills are required for the betterment of the organization.
If your boss realizes these points then he would like to have you as an employee and get you promoted. Try to create a good impression of your boss Try to
project a positive image of your boss in front of your co workers and colleagues. If that sounds unethical and stooping low then you are mistaken to think in
this way. By working well and being a diligent worker you shall always invite encouragement and support from your boss. This is a very good and positive
attitude displayed by a higher ranked person. Praising this quality can be in no way unethical. You can surely highlight his good points in front of your
colleagues and even influence them to give their best. In this way you are creating a perfect ambiance to work. If your boss realizes this, he is sure to be
impressed with you and can promote you to a higher level so that you keep doing well. Display the quality of leniency with your subordinates This is a very
good quality worth exhibiting. A person can be called good if people working under him praise him for his nature and dedication. By exhibiting this property
you can prove to your boss that you are very good at managing people. These are some of the nice and healthy way of ensuring a promotion. But you should
remember that you should not be working just for a promotion, but for the joy of working.

 


